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What are Disruption Opportunities for Customers  
migrating to SAP S/4HANA? 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A Business ROI Roadmap for  

SAP S/4HANA Migrations – Part Two 
 
In Part One, we discussed how migrating to digital technologies that enable innovation and 
transformation could reduce company disruption risk. In our view, migrating to SAP S/4HANA is the 
first strategic step to lay the foundation upon which business solutions, digital apps, and the use of 
modern technologies such as AI, DL, and ML can be maximized throughout the company. In 
addition to process improvements, the goal is the real-time globalized structured and unstructured 
business decision reporting that enables business transformation and industry competitive 
disruption leadership. 
 
The focus of Part One is on how to unplug the initial clog that most companies face when getting 
ready to migrate. These include the time, cost, and risk required to obtain the “as-is” data on their 
existing systems and custom code. We showed how to accelerate the process by years, reduce the 
cost by millions of dollars, and dramatically reduce the human error risk by utilizing a SAP Certified 
App that is also referred by the SAP Office of the CTO. In other words, using technology on 
technology to favorably disrupt the “as-is” analysis process for the benefit of customers. 
 
The focus of Part Two is to recommend a sourcing process for selecting suppliers who can further 
accelerate the migration process, lower the cost, and reduce risk. 
 
Since industries, locations, availability of resources, and other factors will influence the customer’s 
decision making, this paper is designed to provide a checklist of examples to consider when 
choosing who to engage in the migration process. As time goes by, we will expand on the list with 
additional examples. 
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Step Three: Business Transformation Requires Supply Chain Transformation 
 
Just as West Trax is disrupting the “As-Is” Analysis process, other suppliers are beginning to disrupt 
the actual migration process by offering lower total cost and higher total value to customers. Yet, 
busy customer executives and their teams struggle to keep up with accelerating industry changes. 
The default is to stay with traditional suppliers and relationships that are seen as the lowest risk and 
easiest to pursue. If these suppliers and relationships offer the lowest total cost and highest total 
value over time, then keeping incumbents may be the right choice. However, are they really the 
lowest total cost and highest total value for tomorrow’s digital technology requirements? 
 
Meanwhile, just as customers are feeling the heat of industry disruption, technology and services 
companies are also beginning to see disruption in their industries. That means, yesterday’s 
approved supplier choices may or may not be the best choice for tomorrow. Technology 
improvements and supplier disruption and are creating customer supply chain opportunities in the 
customer’s favor. Not all suppliers are willing to keep up with competitive changes. Just as in 
organizational change, some supplier decision makers will move quickly to take advantage of 
opportunities while others will wait to see what happens and still others will not want to change. The 
question is, “Which suppliers are willing to offer you, the customer, the highest total value for your 
business at the lowest total cost?” 
 
We recommend that after obtaining the “as-is” data to then identify leading edge suppliers who can 
help you create the business plan for each migration. The challenge is, “Who are these suppliers?”  
 
Whom you choose for strategic advice to help with the business plan may be different than who you 
choose for tactical implementation and technology platforms. However, you may be surprised that 
the disruption in the supply chain may be leading top strategic advisors to also offer disruptive 
tactical implementation processes or to team with other best-in-class suppliers who do. 
 
We call this model the Virtual Business Enterprise Model. In other words, teaming among suppliers 
who traditionally compete independently for your business. We will identify players and options for 
you to consider as you go through developing your strategic and implementation planning. 
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Regardless of which suppliers you select to help you develop your future digital business 
transformation strategy and also develop your business case, we recommend a classic balanced 
scorecard procurement approach to ensure the “go-forward” suppliers for next steps are the best-
in-class partners for migration services and technology platforms. We simply recommend that you 
consider including in the RFP process suppliers who we see partnering with West Trax. These 
suppliers are often those moving quickly in your favor in order to disrupt their competition and gain 
marketshare…to your benefit.  
 
 
Step Four: A Supplier Checklist and Examples to Consider 
 
The final choice of suppliers has too many decision variables for us to know what is best for you; 
particularly by industry, business process, and geography. Our goal is to simply provide an example 
of a Virtual Business Enterprise Model for suppliers who we currently recommend you consider. The 
goal is to provide competitive options in the form of a checklist.   
 
1. Advisors 
 

Strategic Planning 
 
Many customers already have strategic plans for utilizing disruptive technology or have the 
internal resources to develop recommendations to their executive team. In this case, engaging 
the input from one or more external advisory teams may have already occurred. If not, combining 
strategic business plans and the business transformation (people, process, suppliers, and 
technology) roadmap requirements is highly recommended.  Depending on internal capabilities, 
engaging discrete advisors is possible but we recommend considering advisory companies who 
are also knowledgeable in the interdependencies and possibilities of how your business can 
transform for tomorrow’s disruptive and agile environment. 

 
Tactical Planning 

 
For many reasons, companies often assume their strategic plans of last year are sufficient for 
tactical implementations for this year. While that may be the case, we strongly recommend an 
executive committee review to ensure the strategic plan umbrella is designed for tomorrow’s 
rapidly changing world and include the prioritized tactical steps required for multiple year 
transformation implementations requirements.  

 
One example is whether you should migrate from older SAP ERP platforms to S/4HANA in a one-
for-one match or to examine multiple older platforms and consolidate or even to move toward 
global systems. Another example is whether you should use a greenfield or brownfield migration 
approach. In both examples, having the “as-is” data to review beforehand would be very helpful 
to reduce risk and associated potential additional re-work cost.  

 
While these may sound like strategic decisions, often they are left to lower level decision makers. 
We recommend that strategic planning include high-level tactical implementation planning 
recommendations and supporting justification. 
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Business Case Development 
 

Once the strategic plan is updated, the aligned tactical implementation plans are approved, and 
the “as-is” data on existing systems is available, then the business case can be fleshed out. At 
this stage, we recommend the input from Best-in-Class supplier partners to help scope out more 
detailed requirements and projections of time, required resources, and cost. In our view, the 
more input from diverse but related experts, the more likely costs and risks would be minimized.  

 
For S/4HANA migrations, you might wish to invite a) SAP, b) system integrators, c) infrastructure, 
and d) cloud suppliers to the table. 

 
The good news is that for migrations, this level of planning should only take a few weeks. Due to 
the dramatic shift from older technology to digital technology, we recommend that the choice of 
which suppliers to use should be carefully considered. Below are some considerations in the 
form of checklists. 

 
2. System Integrators 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

3. Technology Infrastructure 
 
 
 
 
 
 

❑ When considering servers, VMware is a major opportunity to reduce total cost by requiring 
fewer servers due to the improved productivity per box.  
 

❑ Another consideration is whether High Availability is required rather than traditional availability 
and backup models.  
 

❑ What about storage requirements? Do any of your server partners also offer 
world-class storage alternatives in-house or are they reselling other supplier solutions? Resale 
relationships may result in a higher cost to customers due to reseller margin requirements. 

 
❑ Since S/4HANA requires a cloud environment, another consideration is information security. 

What security solutions are being offered that meet or exceed your requirements? Are the 
preferred solutions available from your incumbent server supplier or another server supplier?  

❑ Have they offered the West Trax app to help you accelerate the “as-is”  
assessment process by a year or more, lower the cost by ~70%, and lower  
human error risk? If not, what else are they not offering you? 
 

❑ In addition to West Trax, are they offering additional solutions to further accelerate the 
process while lowering costs and risks? Examples are:  
a) ABAP automation, b) Focus Build solutions, and c) migration factories. 

❑ Only a limited number of suppliers are licensed to offer the special SAP HANA chip for 
servers. While your incumbent server providers may also offer their HANA chip server version, 
this is a major technology turnover event. Migrating to the new servers opens the door for any 
eligible supplier to compete for your business. This is also an opportunity for you to review 
which supplier offers you the best total solution cost and value.  
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When preparing a RFP Balanced Scorecard, these and other infrastructure considerations are 
typically divided into separate bids. While that may be a good tactic to survey the market, we 
recommend you include all of these separately priced into your server bid requests as well.  
 
Why? Some server providers will be able to offer some or all of these or similar solutions. By 
requesting bids to include all your requirements, two advantages should occur. First, you will 
discover who can offer the most single stop shop that lowers the total cost of multiple supplier 
sourcing and management. Second, this allows server companies to bundle price total solutions 
that may not only add higher value but at a lower total cost than purchasing individual 
requirements from multiple sources. 
 
The answers to the above results may vary but we have identified one partner, Dell/EMC, whom 
we recommend you include in every RFP.  We also see them fully engaged in teaming with West 
Trax and with West Trax channel partners. Not only is Dell/EMC a major global industry player, 
their total solution may prove to be of more value at a competitive price than the sum of the parts 
from other suppliers.  

 
4. Cloud Solutions 

 
Whether you choose an on-premise cloud, hybrid solution, outsourced solution, or hyperscaler, 
having a partner sit at the business plan development table is highly recommended. The key is to 
be able to decide on your approach with highly reputable third party advisors who may have 
experience and insights not available internally. At this stage, prior to the RFP, the key is to 
improve the accuracy of cost, risk, and requirements to determine the business case and 
specifications you may choose to include in a RFP. 

 
When choosing a hyperscaler, there are differences in how well they team with other partners. 
For example, Microsoft has already completed agreements with Dell, HP, and Lenovo to enable 
customers to choose solutions that match their infrastructure decisions. Amazon also appears to 
be willing to work with various infrastructure suppliers but may not be as advanced as Microsoft’s 
infrastructure partnership program. However, Google currently appears to be lagging in formal 
infrastructure partnership programs.  
 
We recommend looking at combining the RFP for Cloud and Infrastructure partners together and 
separately. In our opinion, the extra time and cost of this approach makes sense due to the 
impact of the ultimate decision. 
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5. Additional Opportunities 
 

The above suppliers may or may not offer the following. If not, we can suggest alternatives. Here 
are additional opportunities to consider adding to your checklist. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Step Five: Choosing who to include at the R2A and Business Case Table 
 
Once the West Trax deep dive data is available, the next recommended step is for customers to 
utilize advisors to review the results and help prepare the business case.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
While customers often have their favorite advisors and system integrators, we recommend focusing 
on those who already are teaming with West Trax and understand how to interpret the “as-is” data 
and obtain the savings suggested in Part One of our white paper. 
 

❑ After the West Trax App deep dive creates the data per system instance, for qualified SAP 
Customers, SAP offers free help on developing the business case through their “Value Realization 
Team”.  Your SAP AE can coordinate the introductions for you.  
 

❑ After the business case is approved, various tools are available, whether the SAP Move Program 
free tools or third party tools to accelerate elements of the actual migration process to reduce cost 
and provide lower risks through automation. 
 

❑ SAP S/4HANA Solution Extension apps, such as SAP Signature Management by DocuSign, 
document governance by Opentext, and industry specific apps that you may need anyway, can 
reduce risk while offering significant additional savings…which can be used to help pay for 
migration costs. 
 

❑ Interim CIO/CTOs are available who have already successfully charted the journey and may be 
available to help you internally and externally. 

Used by permission from West Trax / BTT 
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When you combine with West Trax system integration, infrastructure and cloud partners, the focus 
shifts from individual advisor and competing opinions to a virtual team whose focus is to help 
customers optimize their implementation decisions. Of course, you still have the RFP process to 
ensure you maximize the interests of your company. 
 
These recommendations are simply to help you ensure you are considering how to take advantage 
of the supplier disruption taking place for S/4HANA migrations…to help increase your company’s 
competitiveness and reduce your company’s disruption risk. 
 
Want to know more? 
 
We’ve discussed faster S/4HANA implementations with lower total cost and risk using a business 
ROI checklist. Completing your migrations and considering the suggested options above will help 
provide a foundational roadmap that will support the next steps of adding layers of higher value 
business agendas such as People, Process, and Partner Transformation Projects.  
 
Migrating to S/4HANA is the first step. The biggest opportunity is to move fast enough to avoid being 
disrupted and potentially being able to disrupt your competition. 
 
You are receiving this white paper based on your interest in sharing your views in our Focus Group. 
We thank you for your thoughts and peer interaction. 
 
If you would like to know more, we encourage you to reach out to the supplier who invited you to join 
our Focus Group or to feel free to contact us directly.  
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